Kol HaOt
Giving Opportunities
Builder of Kol HaOt: $50,000
Help Kol HaOt ensure our new Center in Jerusalem is vibrant and lively.
This gift will cover rent, utilities, as well as the Artist-in-Residency program
for a year in our new home.

Visual Beit Midrash: $25,000
As our flagship program for this coming year, we wish to create a vibrant Beit
Midrash program where artists come together to learn Jewish texts, engage
with outstanding Jewish educators, delve into paired Hevruta study, create
inspired art and celebrate their learning with a vibrant exhibit.

Jewish Creative Escape Room: $15,000
Following the worldwide success of the Escape Room format, we wish to
create a Jewish creative “escape room” in our new Center. This would allow
visitors to engage with Jewish values and art in a self-guided, mysterious,
interactive and challenging game that would be available year round.

Rotating Exhibits: $12,000
Enable us to curate rotating exhibits that will fill our gallery space with inspiring,
engaging and challenging artwork on various Jewish themes. Each exhibit
includes curation and production, as well as opening and closing events (3
units available per year).

All donations to Kol HaOt are tax deductible in the US through our fiscal sponsor,
The Center for Jewish Culture and Creativity (indicate in memo line: “For Kol HaOt”)
Checks should be mailed to:
The Center for Jewish Culture and Creativity | 2472 Broadway | #331
New York, NY 10025 USA

The Kol HaOt Library: $10,000
Help us build our library of Jewish and artistic resources which will be
used as a resource for our artist-in-residence, our Visual Beit Midrash and
our ongoing workshops. This includes physical book cases, a sitting area,
computer for research, and the books themselves.

One Large-Scale Holiday Event: $7,500
Sponsor our yearly Passover and Sukkot holiday fair events, that weave
together the visual and performing arts. These events are open to the public,
and attract hundreds of visitors, showcasing artists and their work, offering
interactive workshops and performances (2 available per year).

Design Our Virtual Home: $5,000
Give a gift to upgrade our virtual home and online presence. A complete
revamp of our website, to reflect our mission and our work that aligns with
the beauty of our new physical home.

Film, Music, Theater and Dance Series: $2,800
Partnering with Ma’aleh Film School and other local organizations, we offer
a series of evening events, open to the public, which share deep Jewish
content via the performing arts such as theater, dance, music and film. The
cost of one event is $700; a series of four is $2,800 (4 series available).

Culinary Arts Special Events: $1,000
Fill our magical space with special events which incorporate the Culinary Arts
with Jewish traditions. Partnering with our neighbor restaurant, Eucalyptus,
and world-renowned chefs, each event enables participants to learn through
their senses of sight, smell and taste (5 units available).
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The Center for Jewish Culture and Creativity (indicate in memo line: “For Kol HaOt”)
Checks should be mailed to:
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